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This dog either at the hearing of his masters voice, or at the wagging and 
whistling in his fist, or at his shrill and hoarse hissing bringeth the wandering 
wethers and straying sheepe, into the self same place where his masters will and 
wish is to have them, whereby the shepherd reapeth this benefit, namey, that 
with little labour and no toyle or moving of his feet he may rule and guide his 
flock, according to his own desire… 

extract from “The Historie of Foure-footed Beastes” by Edward Topsell, published 1607 !
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Doing what comes naturally …. 

It is seldom that many Border Collies get to see sheep, let alone have the 
opportunity to work them.  Many will never use the natural inherited herding 
instinct that defines this breed.  But for those of us that think watching a dog 
working sheep is pure poetry in motion, Wessex Border Collie Club decided to 
offer aspiring shepherds and shepherdesses a day where they could put their 
dogs to the test and see if that instinct was lying dormant, ready to be nurtured. 

Sheepdogs are usually born to the job.  Shepherds will pay fortunes for fully 
trained sheepdogs.  But  having the right pedigree doesn’t necessarily ensure 
success with sheep.  The dog either has it, or it doesn’t.  There are different ‘types’ 
of Border Collies.  Sheepdogs have been registered with the ISDS (International 
Sheep Dog Society) since 1906.  The name ‘Border Collie’ was used by the Kennel 
Club when the breed was recognised by them in June 1976 and first appeared in 
the show ring.  ISDS dogs can be registered with the Kennel Club but Kennel Club 
registered Border Collies can only register with the ISDS on merit.  And then we 
have the WSD (Working Sheep Dog), a Border Collie to all intents and purposes, 
but not registered with either society.  Regardless of what ‘type’ of Border Collie 
you have, this breed of dog can trace its decent from some of the greatest 
sheepdogs ever bred and should have an in-built ability to herd. 

But we have to be 
realistic, we are not all going to 
own flocks of sheep and most 
of us don’t need a dog that 
rounds up everything that 
moves.  The Kennel Club 
offers the Show Border Collie 
Herding Test to encourage 
owners of KC Registered 
Border Collies to work with 
their dogs, not to a trialling 
level, but to a level where 
they can demonstrate that 
the dog can do an outrun, lift 
a flock of sheep, fetch them 
back to the shepherd and drive them away.   
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For a KC Border Collie to become a full champion it has to pass a herding 
test or be registered on merit with the ISDS or be well placed in an open sheep 
dog trial, as well as winning three Challenge Certificates from three different 
judges at Championship breed shows.  The first full champion belonged to 
Heather Turner, Ch Locheil Look North (ISDS 183805).   

It was 15 years later, and a change to the Herding Test, 
before the next full champion was crowned, Rachel Spencer’s Ch 
Littlethorn Colt At Tobermoray JW SBCHT (Woody).   

 The latest owner of the SBCHT title is Diane 
Whiting’s Sheltysham So Esoteric CDex UDex 
WDex SBCHT (Eric).  Eric and Diane trained with 
Robert Putnam of Whiffletree Sheepdogs in 
West Sussex and he kindly agreed to 
conduct an “Introduction to Sheep 
Herding” day for our club members.    

At the start of the day, Robert explained the types of responses one could 
expect when a dog is introduced to sheep for the first time: - they could take no 
notice at all, preferring to sniff the ground, interact with the sheepdog or their 
owner;  or they could chase the sheep, scattering the flock and perhaps try to grip 
the sheep;  or they could lock onto the flock with their eye and start to balance the 
flock, flanking left and right in harmony with the handler.  The last of these options 
indicate that a dog has what it takes to be trained for herding.  Ideally, the dog 
should know some basic commands, like “lie down”, a recall or “here”,  “that’l do”.  
The aim is to get the dog to the back of the flock, stop the dog (if possible) and 
balance the sheep to the handler, flanking left and right. 

Robert used three dogs, all at different stages of training, to demonstrate 
herding.  The first was Meg, an ISDS registered pup of 8 months who had seen 
sheep only twice before.  She demonstrated the raw instinct which, with training, 
would make her into a good sheepdog.  The next, dual ISDS and KC registered, 
was Spotyn.  He is 2 years old and has had some success at nursery trials.  Spotyn 
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Ch Littlethorn Colt At Tobermoray JW SBCHT 
owned by Rachel Spencer

Sheltysham So Esoteric CDex UDex WDex SBCHT 
owned by Diane Whiting



demonstrated very good ‘downs’, an essential part of herding, however getting 
him to come off the sheep was a bit difficult!  

 Next was Sis, a 10 year old bitch 
dual registered, now retired from 
agility but still competing in sheepdog 
trials.  In addition to these 3 
demonstration dogs, Robert brought 
along his old retired sheepdog, Seren, 
13 years old who although deaf, still 
does an excellent job of keeping the 
flock in order while Robert manages 
the new handlers and dogs. 

The entry on the day was 9 
dogs, 8 of which were KC registered Border 
Collies and 1 was a WSD rescue dog of 18 
months.  Of the 8 BC’s, one was younger than 
12 months, three were between 2 and 3 years 
old and the rest were older than 3 years.  Each dog had a long line attached to its 
collar before being let loose in the paddock but only one was a bit feisty and had a 
go at the sheep.  The majority of the dogs, especially the older dogs, showed little 
interest in the sheep.  At the end of the day the dog who won the “Most Promising” 
award was Riggs, the WSD rescue, owned by Chris Glynne. 

For more information on the Show Border Collie Herding Test visit http://
www.thekennelclub.org.uk/activities/show-border-collie-herding-test/
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